Welcome to the Focusrite
Plug-in Collective

So far, the Focusrite Plug-in Collective have partnered with top plug-in developers
including SoundRadix, Eventide and Positive Grid to provide registered Focusrite
customers with great plug-ins, anda new offer will be in their accounts every month.

This month’s Plug-In Collective Offer:
Eventide EQuivocate
Free EQuivocate plug-in and 50% discount off Eventide’s Elevate Mastering Bundle
from 5 July to 6 September
Perfect for mixing and mastering, EQuivocate’s auditory filters and match EQ functionality
make it incredibly powerful, simple to use, and natural sounding. EQuivocate uses filters
which are modelled on the human ear. Each of the 26 critical bands tickles a different
part of your inner ear, making any combination of settings sound as natural as possible.
Combining this with a linear-phase filter shape that reduces pre-echo makes
EQuivocate an EQ with a difference you can hear.
Elevate Mastering includes Elevate, EQuivocate, the Punctuate adaptive transient enhancer
and the Saturate spectral clipper. The unique Elevate multi-band limiter, human-ear EQ
and powerful audio maximiser will increase the loudness of your mix while maintaining or
improving its dynamic perception. It uses intelligent, adaptive technology that responds in
real time to your music; creating not only the loudest, but the best sounding master.
View the full features focusrite.com/news/plug-in-collective-equivocate

Included Software
Focusrite Scarlett interfaces come with time-unlimited
versions of industry-standard music software: Ableton
Live Lite and Pro Tools | First - Focusrite Creative
Pack, which features 12 additional plug-ins including
the Eleven Lite for real-life guitar amp emulations and
Black Op for iconic distortions and overdrives. You also
get Softube’s Time and Tone bundle, the Focusrite Red
Plug-In Suite, 2GB of Loopmasters samples and one of
the four Addictive Keys instruments from XLN Audio.

focusrite.com/plugin-collective
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